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LOCK IT, LOG IT
Keep your cycle safe: don’t lose it in 20
seconds!
We want to encourage everyone who has a bike in Lewes to Lock it securely and
Log it with Bike Register to deter theft. Cycle theft is increasing in the UK, and there
is a growing market in second-hand bikes. Bikes do get stolen in Lewes and we
know some of these aren’t always securely locked.
Not locking a bike, poor quality locks & bad locking techniques make cycles more
vulnerable to theft and once stolen the lack of identifiable information to prove a crime
often prevents the police from being able to connect stolen cycles with their owners or
take action against thieves.
Bike Register is the UK’s National Cycle Database with over one million registered bikes,
It's a highly effective, visible deterrent to bike thieves. They know that if they are caught
with a registered bike, the owner can be traced and they will be arrested.
Cycle Lewes is holding a series of bike
marking events in August and September.
The first one was held on Sunday 25 July in
Grange Road, and ten bikes were registered.
Jan Hunter, a member of the Cycle Lewes
registration team was enthusiastic about the
public response:
“Normally each registration costs £30, but
due to a grant from Lewes District Council
we’ve been doing the work for free. There’s

a lot of demand for the service & we fully expect a big take up at our next events”
There are five more ‘bike marking’ events in the near future. We’ll mark and register your
bike & it’s free.
Bike Marking Events
•

Saturday, 31st July, Dr Bike at Harvey’s Yard (Rear), 10:00-12:00

•

Wednesday, 4th August, Depot, Pinwell Lane, 15:00-17:30

•

Saturday, 14th August, Lewes Precinct, 09:00-12:00

•

Saturday, 21st August, Nevill Green, 09:30-12:00

•

Wednesday, 25th August, Erridge Green, Landport 17:00-19:30

September dates will be on our website and Facebook page towards end of August.
These events are being funded by the Lewes District Community Safety Partnership which
works to tackle crime, the underlying causes of crime, and the fear of crime to make
Lewes district a safer place to live, work and visit.
Cycle Lewes would also like to hear about your experience and views of cycling in Lewes
and what we should be campaigning for to make cycling safer for ALL! Our website has
details on how to lock your bike securely and what to do if it is stolen.
Visit www.cyclelewes.org.uk for further information about these events and more dates in
September or email us at info@cyclelewes.org.uk
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